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On January 3, 2020, General Qasem Soleimani – commander of the Quds Force, a powerful 
branch of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) – was assassinated in a 

US drone strike.1 Prior to his assassination, Soleimani’s significance as a military leader and 
prominent figure in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) was largely underappreciated 
in the West. In this article, I first review Soleimani’s background and achievements to draw 
‘lessons learned’ from his career and then I assess the implications of his assassination for Iran, 
the future of the Middle East, and US strategic interests in the region. 

Who was Qasem Soleimani?
Qasem Soleimani was one of Iran’s leading military officers and Supreme Leader 

Ayatollah Khamenei’s top military advisor. Born and raised in a village in the Kerman Province 
near Afghanistan and Pakistan, Soleimani from a young age showed interest in the Arab world. 
Soleimani entered the IRGC after the 1979 revolution, becoming a new recruit trainer following 
graduation from basic training.2 During the Iran-Iraq War (1980-88), Soleimani’s unfaltering 
leadership earned him a fast track to the top of the IRGC. He became the commander of the 
Quds Force by 1997. Though Khamenei generally set term limits of ten years for top military 
and political positions, General Soleimani kept his military command for over twenty years 
until his death. As Khamenei’s right-hand military man, Soleimani was nearly indispensable in 
loyally propping up Iran’s theocratic regime and in attacking Iran’s enemies.3 In a 2018 speech,  
at a memorial service for Imad Mughniyeh – the former deputy leader of Lebanese Hezbollah  
who was assassinated by a CIA car bomb in 2008 – a fiery Soleimani warned that the “enemy 
knows that punishment for Imad’s blood is not firing a missile or a tit-for-tat assassination. The 
punishment for Imad’s blood is the eradication of the Zionist entity” (a reference to Israel).4 

Assessing Soleimani’s Career and Legacy
As Quds Force Commander, Soleimani turned the Quds Force into a powerhouse 

of the IRGC designed to project Iranian power throughout the Middle East and diminish or 
oppose western (especially US) influence in the region. Under his leadership, the Quds force 
successfully trained, equipped, and financially supported proxy groups, including armed 
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militias – such as Hezbollah – in Iraq and Syria throughout their regional conflicts. Already 
established Shia militia groups such as Asaib Ahl al-Haq (AAH) followed Soleimani’s military 
lead. Rather than directly attack rivals, General Soleimani cultivated a diverse network of proxy 
militias (from differing religious backgrounds) and regional governments.5 Soleimani’s regional 
strategy was “to work with the grain of government power, and thus to co-opt governments 
from within, fusing militant and state power into a formidable whole.”6 Soleimani thus aided the 
spread of Iran’s power through indirect means, allowing the IRGC’s strategic planning to involve 
sponsoring asymmetric warfare across multiple regional conflicts. 

With support from General Soleimani, the IRGC militias became heavily involved in 
Iraq. Since the Iran-Iraq War, Iran has cultivated links with Iraq’s Shia opposition. After the 
United States invaded Iraq in 2003, Iran filled the vulnerable nation with Iranian proxy forces.7 
As the United States battled the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria between 2014 and 2017, one 
journalist witnessed Soleimani “shuttle back and forth between Syria and Iraq. When the war to 
prop up Bashar al-Assad was going poorly, Soleimani would leave Iraq for Syria [and vice versa].”8 
Under Soleimani, the Quds Force aided in the defeat of ISIS but continued to economically 
support local militias and fight against the US presence.9 Despite the United States’ designation 
of the IRGC as a terrorist group in 2019 and the Trump administration’s “maximum pressure” 
campaign, Soleimani showed no signs of stopping Quds operations beyond Iran’s borders.10

Aftermath of General Soleimani’s Death
 To many in Iran, General Soleimani was a national military hero and religious 
protector who aided the Palestinian cause and stood up to Israel. Some even compared him to 
Imam Hussein, the grandson of Prophet Muhammad, or heroes in the Shahnameh (the Book 
of Kings). Even many of the Iranian regime’s domestic critics, such as Mahmoud Dowlatabadi, 
mourned Soleimani’s death.11 Despite the official friction between Iraq and Iran, in January 
2021 thousands of Iraqis commemorated Soleimani’s death with protests against US occupation 
and by reaffirming “the strong bonds between Iraq and Iran.”12

Long before his death, Soleimani had established a clear hierarchy within the IRGC 
that made the leadership transition less turbulent. After Soleimani’s death, Brigadier General 
Esmail Qaani, Soleimani’s long-time deputy in Afghanistan, became the new head of the Quds 
Force. His primary mission is to “expand Iran’s ballistic missiles program and bolster Shiite 
militia groups” in the Middle East. Like Soleimani, Qaani supports destabilizing behavior as 
a policy tactic all while avoiding any direct warfare with the United States. 13 However, Qaani 
lacks Soleimani’s charisma and has not yet established the relationships of trust that Soleimani 
opened with the leaders of Iran’s many regional proxy forces.14 Whether or not this reduces the 
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operational effectiveness of the Quds force in the months and years ahead remains to be seen.
Internationally, there has been debate over the legality of Soleimani’s killing as the 

United States was not engaged in a declared war with Iran, a prerequisite to such military 
missions.15 The White House initially justified the assassination as part of the global war on 
terror and by claiming, without any evidence, that Soleimani was plotting imminent attacks 
on regional US targets (i.e., US forces in Iraq).16 Many suspect that President Trump approved 
the assassination in the hope it would boost his national approval ratings prior to the 2020 
presidential elections.17 The Trump administration hailed the elimination of what it called a 
huge threat to US security. Yet, Soleimani’s death was not a major element to ending Iranian-
sponsored terrorism in the Middle East as non-state proxy actors such as Hezbollah still 
thrive despite the absence of Soleimani. With Iran’s willingness to exhaust its proxy groups 
and resources in order to eliminate Western presence in the Middle East, it is not likely that 
Soleimani’s death will deter Iran from its current political and military trajectory.

Implications for the Future
General Soleimani’s death raised concerns of escalating conflict between the United 

States and Iran (and its proxies)18 and the fear that it might put US allies in the region in danger 
of Iranian retaliation. In response, the US military prepared for such attacks and placed new 
air defense systems in Iraq to protect US forces there.19 So far, Iran has not directly retaliated, 
perhaps because Iran’s leaders fear that a direct retaliatory strike against a major power could 
backfire, prompting US retaliation that could imperil the survival of the Iranian regime.  In all, 
General Soleimani’s death, while not hugely impactful to the war on global terrorism, has put a 
spotlight in Iran’s strategic military developments while under his command. 

Another major unintended consequence that could arise from the US assassination 
of Soleimani is that ISIS could become resurgent with greater speed. Within the Middle East, 
groups like ISIS and the IRGC tend to thrive off of regional instability. A deeper US-Iranian 
conflict could lead to the US withdraw from Syria and other regional conflicts – making way 
for extremists’ groups to exploit these unstable regions and potentially threaten the national 
security of surrounding nations like Saudi Arabia.20 

The impact of General Soleimani’s death, however, may not have an impact on talks 
between Iran and the United States concerning the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA). 
While Iran has lost its major strategic planner, Iran’s leaders must still face stiff economic 
sanctions that were imposed by the Trump administration on Iran.21 Thus, while the death of 
Iran’s major military player may impact their strategic abilities, Iran has a continuing strategic 
interest in relief from sanctions imposed by Trump’s administration. The Biden administration 
must deal with a defiant Iran in the wake of General Soleimani’s assassination. 
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